Update of Annex 2 “contact details of BRP” of the Balancing Group
Contract via NePo "Netzwirtschaftliches Portal"
1. Portal Access
The access to the online portal is possible only via personalized users. The NePo-users of a
company are managed by a central contact person (ZASP). The ZASP has the ability to
add more users for the roles of their company and provide them with the necessary excess
rights.
For edit of annex 2 is necessary the executable right as “AllgemeinMeldenLesen” translated
"GeneralReportReading" for the market role "BKV”- (Sub-) Bilanzkreisverantwortlicher.
The ZASP of a company can be obtained from Amprion. If a company does not have a
central contact person for NePo yet, the registration for access authorization can be
requested at Amprion via email: nepo@amprion.net.

2. How to get the annex 2 form
After a successful registration in NePo, a navigation area can be seen on the left of the
screen, where tab: "All Forms" is selected.

After this selection, a form overview is displayed. All forms are displayed which the logged
user is allowed to see.

Annex 2 can be found under the topic area "Balancing Group Contract" and the topic "Annex
2". The period of start of the validity of annex 2 is indicated. The end of the validity of annex 2
is the beginning of the next valid one.

By clicking on the name "Balancing Group Contract - Annex 2 (990XXXXXXXXXX)" the
corresponding form will be opened and the saved data will be displayed. With the navigation
arrows you can navigate through the pages of the webform, the name of the arrows always
stands for the topic of the next page. On the right edge of the screen all versions of the form
are listed. With "Download PDF" a printable version of the current form data can be created.

3. Update the contact details
To edit the annex 2, the existing form must be opened with button "Daten ändern" (edit
data). The data then becomes editable can be submitted as a new version after the update.

If the information has been checked on all six pages, the form must be sent to Amprion for
further processing via the "Formular einreichen" (submit form) button. In addition, the
printable version of the annex 2 (provided with a barcode) must be signed and sent to
Amprion via postal or email.

The saved form can be seen now under "Alle Formulare" (all forms) with the status
"Entwurf" (draft) and can be selected there again for editing. If the form is not submitted yet,
it can be saved with "Als Entwurf speichern" (save as a draft) for later use.
4. Activation of a new version of annex 2
If Amprion receives a submitted form and the signed version of annex 2, the changes will be
checked by the Balancing Group Management department. The form can be viewed under "
Alle Formulare" with the status "in Bearbeitung" (in progress). If Amprion accepts the
version "in progress", the submitter of annex 2 will be informed by e-mail about the
acceptance of the new contact details (valid from ….). The new version of annex 2 gets the
specified validity date in the overview and is valid from this date.

